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I describe recent progress in calculating properties of light (A 5 8) nuclei starting 
with realistic two- and three-nucleon interactions. Variational and Green’s func- 
tion Monte Carlo methods are used to study few-nucleon spectra and structure, 
to directly calculate low-energy reactions, and to determine the nuclear response 
to electromagnetic probes. Recent algorithmic developments and future physics 
prospects will be highlighted. 

1 Introduction 

We begin with the picture of the nucleus as a system of interacting nucleons, 
and try to determine nuclear structure and dynamics directly from the inter- 
actions. Clearly this is not a new picture, with a limited range of applicability 
in terms of energy and momentum transfer. Nevertheless, a surprising amount 
of nuclear properties can be successfully obtained within this simple picture. 

Among the calculations pursued are nuclear spectra and structure, studies 
of low-energy reactions of astrophysical interest, electron scattering studies of 
correlations in nuclei, experimental studies of weak the weak meson-nucleon 
coupling constants extracted from few-body parity violating (PV) experiments. 

We begin with a Hamiltonian of the form 

H = C K i + C v i j +  C ~ j k ,  (1) 
i i <j i < j < k  

where the kinetic energy consists of the standard non-relativistic form, but also 
includes both charge-independent (CI) and charge-symmetry-breaking (CSB) 
components due to the neutron-proton mass difference. Such isospin-violating 
terms are also present in the two nucleon (NN) interaction vij , and are required 
in order to obtain a precise fit to the scattering data. By restricting the 
interactions to those that realistically describe NN scattering experiments, one 
places severe constraints upon the nuclear Hamiltonian. 

one 
of a class of new, highly accurate NN potentials that fit both p p  and np 
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For the NN interaction vij, we employ the Argonne v18 model, 
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scattering data up to 350 MeV with a X2/datum near 1. This necessarily 
involves the introduction of charge-independence breaking in the strong force; 
a complete electromagnetic interaction is also included as an integral part of 
the model. The NN potential is supplemented by a three-nucleon interaction 
from the Urbana series of NNN potentials2, including both long-range two-pion 
exchange and a short-range phenomenological component. The Urbana model 
IX is adjusted to reproduce the binding energy of 3H and give a reasonable 
saturation density in nuclear matter when used with Argonne 2118. 

The goal is then to directly solve for nuclear properties beginning with 
this Hamiltonian and the associated electromagnetic current operators. Our 
group, as well as many others, have spent a significant amount of time studying 
three- and four-body nuclei. While there is still much to be learned, both ex- 
perimentally and theoretically, in these systems, we have more recently begun 
to perform calculations of larger systems (up to A=8). In this lecture I briefly 
describe some of the difficulties and opportunities that such studies provide. 

2 Methods 

Historically, the primary difficulty in a direct solution of the N-body quantum 
problem has been a difficulty in the scaling or dimensionality of the problem. 
Nowhere is this scaling more difficult than in nuclear physics. Nuclear ground 
states typically extend over several fm, for our crude arguments let us take 
5 fermi as an example. Because of the strong short-range N N  repulsion, the 
solution must be accurate down to a length scale of roughly 0.1 fm. Hence, 
in a simple grid-based calculation the computational time can be expected to 
increase by a factor of 503 with each additional nucleon. Of course special 
techniques (Faddeev, CHH, and Stochastic Variational Methods are discussed 
in this volume) can sometimes be used to reduce this difficulty. 

In addition to this problem, though, there is an enormous difficulty asso- 
ciated with the spin-isospin degrees of freedom. The former grow as 2 A  (each 
spin up or down), while the latter grow only somewhat more slowly as a result 
of charge and (approximate) isospin conservation. 

We employ two methods to study these nuclei, Variational and Green’s 
function Monte Carlo. These methods are quite efficient in dealing with large 
number of spatial degrees of freedom, indeed quantum systems with up to 
hundreds of particles have been studied in a variety of contexts in condensed 
matter. They are, however, not as efficient in dealing with the spin degrees of 
freedom. The nucleon’s spins and isospins are explicitly summed for each step 
of the calculation while the spatial integrals are evaluated with Monte Carlo 
techniques. It is this difficulty that makes it difficult, for the moment at least, 
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to study problems of more than eight nucleons. 

2.1 Variational Monte Carlo 

The variational method can be used to obtain approximate solutions to the 
many-body Schrodinger equation, HQ = EQ, for a wide range of nuclear 
systems, including few-body nuclei, light closed shell nuclei, nuclear matter, 
and neutron stars. A suitably parameterized wave function, Q v ,  is used to 
calculate an upper bound to the exact ground-state energy Ev 2 EO. The 
parameters in QV are varied to minimize Ev,  and the lowest value is taken as 
the approximate ground-state energy. The wave function can then be used to 
calculate other properties, such as particle densities and electromagnetic form 
factors. It can also be used as a starting point for the Green’s function Monte 
Carlo calculations. 

Our best variational wave function for the nuclei studied here has the 
form 

r 

where the pair wave function, q p ,  is given by 

(3) 

The Uij, U;’, Uijk, and Uzf’  are noncommuting two- and three-nucleon 
correlation operators, and the S is a symmetrization operator. 

The two-body correlation operator Vi, is a sum of spin, isospin, and tensor 
terms: 

(4) 

while the two-body spin-orbit correlation operator a radial function times the 
L .  S operator for the pair. The operators OP are 

(5) op=1,8 - 
s3 - [I gi * bj 1 Sij , (L . S ) i j ]  @ [I, ~i .7j J . 

The spin-independent and spin-dependent correlations are obtained as solu- 
tions of two-body differential equations, and include a variety of variational 
parameters which are to be determined by minimization of the energy. The 
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Uijk involve additional spin-isospin operators and are somewhat more compli- 
cated; they are discussed in Ref. 4. The U;,' are three-body correlations 
induced by the three-nucleon interaction, which we take in a form suggested 
by perturbation theory, simply subtracting a constant times the TNI interac- 
tion evaluated at a scaled set of distances. Again, the constant and the scaling 
parameter are determined variationally. 

The Jastrow wave function for nuclei with A = 6 or greater is rather com- 
plicated. Two or more nucleons must be placed in the pshell. We use LS 
coupling to specify these states, but allow for other low-lying states with the 
same quantum numbers to be included in the wave function. The amplitudes 
of the various components are determined by diagonalizing in this small ba- 
sis, something that is straightforward after evaluating the Hamiltonian and 
normalization matrix elements. Interestingly, we find that the amplitudes of 
the various symmetry states are roughly in agreement with the Cohen-Kurath 
amplitudes .6 

The GFMC calculations described briefly below actually start with a some- 
what simpler wave function QT. This wave function drops the computationally 
expensive commutator terms in U z P I  and also the two-body LS correlations 
from the best variational wave function 9 ~ .  While the initial starting energy 
in such a calculation is higher, the GFMC rapidly cures these deficiencies (and 
more), and hence it is computationally advantageous to use the simpler wave 
function. 

2.2 Green's function Monte Carlo 

The aim of the GFMC method is to project out the exact lowest energy state, 
fP0, associated with a chosen set of quantum numbers, from an approxima- 
tion QT to that state. The method used here is essentially identical to  that 
used previously to  calculate nuclei with A S  6, with the exception that we 
have now incorporated the exact two-body propagator in the imaginary-time 
propagation. 

GFMC projects out the lowest energy state from 90 = 1imTdm exp[-(H - 
EO)T]QT. The eigenvalue Eo is calculated exactly while other expectation 
values are generally calculated neglecting terms of order l Q 0 - 9 ~  l2 and higher. 
In contrast, the error in the variational energy Ev, is of order ~QCI - f J ! ~ 1 ~ ,  and 
other expectation values calculated with QT have errors of order ( Q o  - ' @ T I .  
We use the QT as our initial trial function and define the propagated wave 
function Q(r )  as 

= e-(H-Eo)TQT* (6) 
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obviously S(T = 0) = IT and S(T  + w) = 90. Introducing a small time 
step, AT, r = nAT, gives 

Path integrals ore obtained by inserting complete sets of states between each 
time slice AT. Monte Carlo methods are used to sample the paths in con- 
figuration space, while the spin-isospin sums are performed explicitly. Two 
basic elements are required for any GFMC calculation. The first element is 
the choice of short-time propagator exp[-(H - Eo)Ar] and the second is a 
method for sampling the paths. 

In our initial calculations, we used a simple Feynman approximation to 
the two-body propagator. Ignoring three-nucleon interaction terms in H ,  it is 
given by 

However, it is possible to solve the two-body equations for the propagator 
exactly. We have performed this step which allows us to use a factor of five 
larger time step in the computation. The paths are sampled from essentially 
the same algorithm used in the original GFMC calculations of A=4, this is 
described in some detail in Ref. 8. 

We have performed myriad tests of the GFMC calculations. These include 
comparisons with other methods for A=3 and 4, as well as comparisons of 
results obtained with different initial (trial) wave functions. These tests are 
also described in Ref. 8, the main result is that short-range (high energy) 
excitations are effectively filtered out in the GFMC calculation. However, low- 
energy modes such as radial modes in the p-shell orbitals or energy differences 
between different shell-model configurations are not suppressed adequately in 
the GFMC. The reason for this is the infamous fermion sign-problem, which 
limits our calculations to approximately 0.06 MeV-'. We are working on some 
schemes to overcome these problems, in essence putting constraints on the path 
integrals to give accurate, but approximate, solutions. 

3 Results 

In our earliest work we have concentrated on the spectra of A = 2 - 8 nuclei. 
Clearly a correct spectra is important in order to obtain reliable estimates of 
low-energy properties including radii, moments, as well as low-energy reaction 
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Figure 1: Absolute Energy Spectra in A=2-8. Results for VMC and GFMC calculations are 
compared to experiment. 

rates. Hence our first goal must be to obtain an accurate nuclear Hamiltonian, 
in particular the simple three-nucleon interaction which we have used up to 
now must be improved. 

These microscopic calculations of light nuclei provide an important testing 
ground for nuclear Hamiltonians. As we are studying nuclear ground states 
and their low-energy excitations, the three nucleon interaction is expected to 
play a significant role. In addition, we have at our disposal a variety of states 
with different spins and widely different N/Z ratios; the latter is not accessible 
in three-nucleon scattering experiments. 

The calculations presented here are upper bounds to the true energies for 
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this Hamiltonian. The VMC results are those obtained with the best avail- 
able wave function, and the GFMC results are obtained by averaging from 
r = 0.03 - 0.06 M e V 1 .  Previously we had tried to extrapolate to r -+ ca 
using the approximately known experimental excitation energies, however this 
proceedure has fairly high statistical errors and the resulting energies are usu- 
ally within one standard deviation of the upper bounds presented here. 

The absolute VMC and GFMC results are displayed in Fig. 1. Recall 
that the two- and three-nucleon binding energies have been fit by the NN and 
three-nucleon interactions respectively, and that the TNI has also been used 
to provide roughly the correct saturation point in nuclear matter. The first 
thing to notice is that there is a significant agreement between theory and 
experiment; the gross features of nuclear spectra are well-reproduced. The 
ground state energies of N=Z nuclei are reproduced within one to two MeV up 
to A=8. It is important to note that the scale of kinetic and potential energies 
are hundreds of MeV, so this far from an insignificant result. 

The Ejk expectation value remains small compared to vi j ,  never exceed- 
ing 5%. However, because of the large cancellation between the kinetic and 
potential energies, it is typically 25% of the total binding energy. In addition, 
the one-pion-exchange term of the potential dominates the expectation value 
of uij; providing - 70% of the interaction energy. The remaining short-range 
repulsion and intermediate range attraction cancel to a significant extent. 

At a finer level, some significant discrepancies between calculations and 
experiment appear. First of all the VMC calculations become more different 
from the GFMC with increasing A, this is clearly a result of some deficiency in 
the variational wave function. An improved variational wave function would be 
very valuable. There are also some apparent deficiencies in the Hamiltonian, 
though. The L . S splitting appear to be somewhat too small with the current 
interaction model. In addition, there is a significant isospin problem in that 
neutron rich nuclei are too loosely bound in these calculations. 

One useful comparison is obtained by subtracting out the ground-state 
energy for each isotope to illustrate the accuracy of the calculated excitations. 
These excitations are plotted in Fig. 2. Notice that the VMC and GFMC 
results are very similar, this indicates that at least to the accuracy which 
can be obtained by iterating to r = 0.06 MeV-', the VMC provides a good 
description of these long-wavelength excitations. 

We have also calculated many other quantities, including nucleon and spin- 
polarization densities, moments, and overlaps. Calculations of EM observables 
such as ground-state and transition form factors are also underway. Somewhat 
more difficult are low-energy reactions. However, with more realistic asymp- 
totic wave functions, it should be possible to make significant progress on those 
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Figure 2: Excitations in A=6-8, VMC and GFMC results compared to experiment. The 
ground states have been adjusted to zero energy in each case. 
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as well. 

4 

4 

4 Conclusions and Outlook 

Quantum Monte Carlo methods are a powerful method for providing micro- 
scopic descriptions of light pshell nuclei. While, the Variational wave functions 
are not yet accurate enough to provide sufficient binding against breakup into 
smaller clusters, the GFMC method rapidly damps out the small high-energy 
excitations in the wave functions, producing stable ground states for the six- 
and seven-body Lithium isotopes. 

For the first time, we are now in a position to provide real tests of micro- 
scopic two- and three-nucleon interactions in systems beyond A=4. Some of 
the most important applications include low energy reactions of astrophysical 
interest and electron scattering response. Finally, there remains the problem 
of adapting GFMC methods to the study of larger systems. Applications here 
include systems of many neutrons, and perhaps larger nuclei through methods 
similar to the cluster-expansion used in VMC calculations of “0 .  
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